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Wearing of medical mask over the high-flow nasal cannula for safer oxygen therapy in the COVID-19 era

To the Editor

The emergence of severe acute respiratory syndrome-coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) and its associated respiratory disease, coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), has imposed social and medical burdens worldwide. Up to 12% of patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection required intensive care unit admission. Among them, 60-70% had acute hypoxic respiratory failure.¹

High-flow nasal cannula (HFNC) oxygen therapy is the generally prescribed respiratory therapy for acute hypoxic respiratory failure. This therapy might help limit the need for invasive mechanical ventilation (IMV) and prevent the occurrence of associated adverse events such as ventilator-associated pneumonia in COVID-19 patients.² However, administration of HFNC oxygen therapy in COVID-19 patients remains controversial, owing to uncertainties regarding the potential risk of viral transmission to healthcare workers, as this therapy is considered as an aerosol-generating procedure.³ Indeed, IMV can be selected when low-flow oxygen therapy through a nasal cannula fails and in shortage of ventilators is a medical and social problem in regions particularly hard-hit by this pandemic. Therefore, a safe and effective respiratory management for COVID-19 patients should be urgently established.

Recent practical recommendations for COVID-19 patients indicate the use of a medical mask over the HFNC device to limit particle dispersion due to exhaled gas flow.⁴⁵ These recommendations are partially supported by two previous experimental studies that indirectly examined exhaled breath by visualizing airflow movement using smoke⁶ and computational fluid dynamic (CFD) simulation.⁷ However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no direct evidence that this strategy could reduce the risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission to healthcare workers in clinical settings due to the technical difficulty in direct visualization of particle dispersion. Here we present an experimental trial with a novel fine particle visualization system, which allowed evaluating whether particle dispersion from coughing while on HFNC oxygen could be suppressed by an appropriately placed medical mask.

We ran six scenarios with a healthy volunteer with nasal cannula at 3 L/min and 21% fraction of inspired oxygen (room air) delivered at 40 L/min 37°C via HFNC (AIRVO® 2 device with an Optiflow® nasal interface [Fisher & Paykel, Auckland, New Zealand]). The volunteer was in a sitting position (seat height: 45 cm), and the evaluation was performed with and without wearing a standard medical mask. Particle dispersion was visualized by a video camera set at 29.97 frames per second (Eye Scope). This system used a light emitting diode (wavelength 400-410 nm; Parallel Eye D), which permitted a visualization of particle ≥1 μm in diameter. Images obtained were reconstructed as videos using commercial software (Particle Eye). Equipment described above depended on Shin Nippon Air Technologies (Tokyo, Japan).

First, we identified exhaled particles dispersed from coughing in the absence of either nasal cannula, HFNC, or a mask, which reached a horizontal distance of 57 cm (Fig. 1A and supplemental video A). Second, exhaled particles were dispersed from coughing in a similar fashion when using nasal cannula (Fig. 1B and supplemental video B) and HFNC (Fig. 1C and supplemental video C), which reached a horizontal distance of 62 cm and 59 cm, respectively. Notably, when the volunteer wore a standard medical mask, no exhaled particles were detected from coughing either without (Fig. 1D and supplemental video D) or with concurrent nasal cannula (Fig. 1E and supplemental video E) or HFNC therapy (Fig. 1F and supplemental video F).

Abbreviations: CFD, computational fluid dynamic; COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019; HFNC, high-flow nasal cannula; IMV, invasive mechanical ventilation; SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome-coronavirus-2.
This report substantially increases our understanding on the droplet dispersion risk during HFNC therapy. Wearing a medical mask over HFNC device almost completely suppressed particle dispersion induced by coughing. Our findings are first direct evidence that wearing a medical mask will be a useful manner in administering HFNC oxygen therapy and strongly support the recommendation as described above. Moreover, the present direct visualization of the suppressive effect of the medical mask in vivo further extends a previous CFD simulation by Leonard et al., who showed that the hypothetical medical mask captured 83.2% of particles (0.1-100 μm) during high-velocity nasal insufflation at 40 L/min.\(^7\)

Despite the advanced technology, we and Leonard et al. could not visualize or simulate particles of <0.1 μm. Whether these small particles (aerosols) could be sources of transmission of SARS-CoV-2, remains unclear. Further studies are needed to evaluate whether HFNC oxygen therapy could increase risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission to healthcare workers and whether wearing a medical mask under HFNC oxygen therapy could reduce this risk in clinical settings.

The visual evidence presented here should be shared with all care-givers wearing personal protective equipment to encourage the use of HFNC oxygen therapy for managing hypoxic COVID-19 patients. Hopefully, this method helps overcome this disastrous pandemic situation worldwide.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in the online version, at doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.pulmoe.2020.10.009.
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COVID-19 does not stop good practice in smoking cessation: Safe use of CO analyzer for smokers in the Covid era

Smoking has been proven to be an important risk factor for disease severity and worse outcomes in Covid-19, the disease caused by SARS-CoV-2.1

The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends not smoking in order to reduce the risk of harm caused by the disease and warns against reports that tobacco or nicotine could benefit Covid-19 as they do not provide sufficient evidence for this statement.2 In our practice at the Anti-smoking Center of the National Cancer Institute of Milan, the smoker’s assessment has proved particularly useful, in particular, for this purpose, we use carbon monoxide (CO) measure in the exhaled breath.

Starting from June 2020 it was possible, keeping the distance between patients and the use of personal protection devices, to resume the activity of the antismoking center, but the Covid-19 situation has posed non-emergency labs with the question of how to proceed with clinical tests safely while avoiding virus transmission among patients1; so, we addressed the problem of safe CO measurement.

The level of carboxyhemoglobin in the blood can be determined by measuring the exhaled CO through an instrument that provides the CO value in parts per million (ppm). This type of measurement is then configured as an extremely useful tool in smoking cessation assessment, to enhance motivation to quit and for follow-up of smoking cessation programs.

One of the major company for CO analyzers is Bedfont Scientific Ltd with its main product “Smokerlyzer™”, a portable instrument with research and education aims. The model we have available in our antismoking centre is a Micro™ Smokerlyzer™ model purchased in 2012. It is composed of the electronic device (Fig. 1a), the fitting provided with an antibacterial filter (Fig. 1b) which lasts 30 days and the disposable mouthpieces (Fig. 1c). For the latest models Bedfont has produced disposable antibacterial filters, but our model is not compatible.

To safely use the CO analyzer, we thought of substituting the fitting with an antibacterial filter with a new one, specially created (Fig. 1d). This fitting, designed with the help of our clinical engineering department, was made of a plastic polymer and printed via a 3D printer. The size of the fitting (section and length) was calculated to make minimum modifications in order not to change significantly the

Figure 1 Smokerlyzer’s components: electronic device (a); original fitting (b); disposable mouthpieces (c); fitting specially created (d); disposable spirometry mouthpieces (e).